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Summary. — Tell Bouqras is situated on the W. edge of the Euphrates valley on a remnant of a Pleistocene river terrace, c. 30 kilometers downstream from Deir ez-Zor.

The paper describes the field activities pursued at Bouqras during the campaigns of 1976, 1977 and 1978. Vestiges of eroded mud-brick houses walls were visible at the surface and permitted the drawing-up of a plan showing a number of aligned individual houses. At the summit of the tell a reference section was dug, revealing 10 successive building layers with a total thickness of 4.50 m. Radiocarbon dates indicated an age of c. 6 400-5 900 B.C. (conventional C14 chronology).

Five squares of 7.50 x 7.50 m on the eastern slope of the tell were excavated down to virgin soil. On the southern slope of the tell some 25 surface buildings were excavated to their base. They were apparently contemporaneous and belonged to the last-but-one phase. Test trenches revealed the presence of houses on the western slope of the tell, where surface indications for houses were lacking.

Both the house construction and the lay-out of the tell are discussed in detail. The total number of houses in the last-but-one phase is estimated at c. 180, indicating a total population of 700 to 1 000 individuals.

Preliminary analysis of faunal and botanical remains suggest that animal husbandry and hunting were the main food sources. Agriculture was practised on a modest scale, probably in the bottom of a nearby wadi.

A trial trench was dug at Tell-es-Sinn, a half-eroded tell from the Byzantine period on the opposite side of the valley near Deir ez-Zor. The nuclear part contained Neolithic layers contemporary with those at Bouqras. It is supposed that other contemporary settlements may have been completely destroyed by the meandering river.

Résumé. — Tell Bouqras est situé sur le versant ouest de la Vallée de l'Euphrate sur un témoin d'une terrasse pléistocène, à environ 30 km en aval de Deir ez-Zor.

Cet article décrit les activités de terrain poursuivies à Bouqras durant les campagnes de 1976, 1977 et 1978. Des murs de maisons érodés en briques crues étaient visibles à la surface et ont permis de relever un plan indiquant un certain nombre de maisons alignées. Au sommet du tell, un sondage de référence a été pratiqué, révélant 10 niveaux successifs de constructions sur une épaisseur totale de 4.50 m. La datation au radiocarbone indiquait un âge d'environ 6 400-5 900 av. J.-C. (chronologie C14 conventionnelle).

Cinq carrés de 7.50 x 7.50 m sur la pente est du tell ont été fouillés jusqu'au sol vierge. Sur la pente sud du tell quelque 25 constructions de surface ont été fouillées jusqu'à leur base. Elles étaient apparemment contemporaines et appartenaient à l'avant-dernière phase. Des tranchées sondages ont révélé la présence de maisons sur la pente ouest du tell, où toute indication de construction faisait défaut en surface.

La construction des maisons et le tracé du tell ont tous les deux été évoqués en détail. Le nombre total de maisons dans l'avant-dernière phase est estimé à environ 180, indiquant une population totale de 700 à 1 000 habitants.

Une analyse préliminaire des restes de faune et de flore démontre que l'élevage et la chasse étaient les principales sources de nourriture. L'agriculture était pratiquée à une modeste échelle, probablement dans le fond d'un ouadi voisin.

Une tranchée sondage a été creusée à Tell-es-Sinn, tell à moitié détruit par l'érosion datant de la période byzantine sur la rive opposée de la vallée, près de Deir ez-Zor. Le noyau du tell contenait des niveaux néolithiques contemporains de ceux de Bouqras. On suppose que d'autres installations contemporaines ont pu être complètement détruites par les meandres du fleuve.
1. Introduction

The neolithic tell near the present village of Bouqras Fôqani was discovered by the soil scientist W.J. van Liere (Fig. 1). Together with H. de Contenson he excavated two test pits in 1965 (1). Plant remains recovered during this sounding were studied by S. Bottema and W. van Zeist. D.A. Hooijer identified the animal bones. Charcoal samples were dated by J.C. Vogel of the Groningen C\textsuperscript{14} laboratory (2).

In 1975 one of us (H.T. Waterbolk) obtained permission for further excavations. Under the supervision of H.T. Waterbolk and M.N. van Loon a joint team of resp. the universities of Groningen and Amsterdam was formed with J.J. Roodenberg and P.A. Akkermans as field directors. The team worked at the site during three campaigns of c. 10 weeks (spring 76, autumn 77 and 78). Additional short visits of team members took place in spring 77 and autumn 79. The project was financed by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.) and by the universities of Amsterdam and Groningen. We gratefully acknowledge the effective cooperation of Dr. A. Bahnassi and Dr A. Bounni of the General Directorate of Antiquities and Museums in Damascus and Mr. A. Mahmoud of the Museum in Deir ez-Zor.

Some preliminary reports have already been published, or prepared for publication (3). The present, still preliminary report deals with the excavation techniques and the results obtained on the stratigraphy, architecture and lay-out of the settlement.


2. Field activities

For a correct understanding of the data dealt with in this report, it is necessary to describe shortly the various field procedures pursued by the team.

A large part of the first season was spent on the initial activities: laying-out of the grid system and plotting of the contour map, a systematic surface sampling, the mapping of the architecture visible at the surface of the site and the digging of a reference section near the summit of the tell.

Next to the excavation properly of a series of squares down to virgin soil and the work on the youngest phases in the SW-quarter of the village, a couple of additional activities were executed on the site: the opening up of several test trenches to determine subsurface architecture, the surface cleaning of squares around the excavated area for the same reasons, and the digging of a number of test pits for geomorphological investigations.

Finally, some regional activities were carried out, i.e. a settlement pattern survey, followed by the digging of a step trench at a probably contemporary site, and an investigation of sources of raw material in this part of Syria.

1. Grid system and contour map

A grid system was laid out over the tell (2.75 ha) and its immediate surroundings (in total c. 7 ha) (Fig. 2). The main modules of the grid were 1.5 m, 9 m and 45 m. The general registration during the excavations was done by squares of 9 x 9 m. These dimensions were defined by the ones of the « plots », the basic units of 1.5 x 1.5 m, according to which the findings were collected. It was felt that smaller plot areas wouldn't leave enough space to effectively work in, while larger plot dimensions would obscure a clear distinction of the findings according to location within the architectural features.

The squares are identified by their position on the x and y axes in the NE-quadrant of the grid (e.g. square 15/13 is the one having its NE corner at point 15/13 of the grid). In these squares areas of 7.5 x 7.5 m were excavated, leaving balks of 1.5 m width at the N and E sides. If necessary, these balks could be excavated totally or partly in accordance with the plot system.
The grid should intersect more or less diagonally the main orientation of the houses as these were evident from the observations of de Contenson and van Liere. With this in mind, and for reasons of convenience, the grid was orientated corresponding with the main compass directions. During all our operations the grid orientation and the plot system have proven their usefulness. They permitted a maximum of flexibility, at the same time making it easy to fit in with the general excavation procedures.

The grid first served for plotting the contour...
Fig. 2. - Tell Bouqras with contour lines and traces of architecture visible at the surface (Drawing H. Praamstra).
map. For practical purposes the geodetic mark at the top of the tell was used as a starting point for the map and it was assigned the arbitrary elevation of +10 m. The geodetic mark itself has an elevation of c. 205 m above sealevel. All present drainage gullies were plotted on the map.

2. Systematic geometric sampling

Per area of 45 x 45 m, 9 units of 3 x 3 m (i.e. 4 % of the surface) were investigated for all archaeological objects visible at the surface with a size over 1 cm (mostly flint, but also obsidian, fragments of stone vessels, potsherds, grinding stones, stone beads, etc.).

The lower slopes of the tell were particularly rich in finds. Eight units had more than 100 objects. In contrast, some 15 units on the central parts of the site produced less than 25 artefacts. The total number of objects that could have been collected from the surface before the recent cemetery came into being and the archeological activities started can be estimated at somewhere about 250,000.

The study of the distribution of the find categories and types did not result in the recognition of any systematic differences within the tell area. The only evidence for post-neolithic occupation at the site consisted of a very thin scatter of green-glazed Islamic ware at some places at the eastern foot of the tell.

3. Mapping of architecture at surface

During the last few decades the crest of the tell has been used by the inhabitants of the village of Bouqras Fôgani as a cemetery. As we obtained the excavation permit, the villagers were requested by the General Directorate of Antiquities to inter the deceased at another place nearby. At that time the cemetery had already grown to a size of c. 0.25 ha.

The participants in the 1965 campaign had observed at the surface evident vestiges of eroded walls. When we arrived in the early spring of 1976 these traces were very clear (Fig. 3). The amount of rain that winter had been much larger than usual, and the tell deposits appeared quite moist. The mudbrick walls showed up particularly well when, in the course of the day, they would dry out more quickly than the room fillings. During the night, condense water would precipitate into the soil and the next day the process of selective evaporation would repeat itself. The fresh vegetation on the site reacted to these dissimilarities in moisture by neatly avoiding the walls. In addition, there were often marked differences in color and elevation between wall remnants and room fill. Sometimes stretches of separate bricks were outlined or lines of gypsum wall plaster would still stand up at the surface.

We mapped the walls as far as they could be distinguished. The results were noteworthy satisfactory on the southern slope of the tell, where individual house plans could be recognized, and a systematic lay-out of the settlement gradually became clear (Fig. 2).

In the course of a few weeks, the rains having stopped, the tell dried out completely. The spring vegetation disappeared and wall traces very often became undetectable. Some of us therefore returned the next spring for a check on the conclusions of the year before. However, the winter rains had held off largely, and vegetation patterns were now completely absent. Apparently we had been very lucky in having such good opportunities for observation in 1976.

In the published plan we distinguished three phases, phase II representing the main last occupation level still present, whereas a few younger remains were assigned to phase I and the older remnants ascribed to phase III. On the basis of the results of our excavations we now know that part of the buildings of phase II should rather be attributed to phase III, which then would have to be considered as comprising all remains older than phase II. This goes especially for the houses at the northern part of the site (our « small tell ») and for those on the eastern slope of the « main » tell. The effects of erosion appeared much more drastic than we originally assumed (cf. 6).

Leaving details aside, there is a large amount of agreement between the area covered by our map and the one of de Contenson and van Liere (1). These authors, however, missed the house traces we found in the NW part. A further discussion of the map will be given in par. 4 and 7.

---

4. Reference section at tell summit

The two adjacent pits dug by de Contenson and van Liere in 1965 were still open at the time of our arrival. The sections were, however, badly preserved as a result of weathering and bird burrowing. We decided to remove part of the dividing balk and to excavate c. 1 m of the resulting SE-profile. The new section (Fig. 4) was carefully drawn and studied in order to obtain a basic knowledge of the development in time of the settlement, to be used as a reference for the excavation down to virgin soil of a series of squares nearby. In the section 21 strata could be distinguished, corresponding with ten major architectural levels (5).

(5) The separate levels of the excavations properly were denoted in arabic numerals: 1thr. 10. Phases I and II of the surface map (cf. 2.3) correspond with resp. level 1 and 2 of the reference section: phase III stands for levels 3thr. 10.

The finds from this operation also served for purposes of comparison. Furthermore, some additional radiocarbon dates have been obtained from collected charcoal samples, proving that the tell had been inhabited from 6400-5900 B.C. (6). The bone material from the section has already been studied

(6) GrN-8258 : 8115 ± 40 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 0,50 m);
GrN-8259 : 7925 ± 40 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 2,50 m);
GrN-8260 : 7905 ± 45 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 2,60 m);
GrN-8261 : 8155 ± 45 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 2,40 m);
GrN-8262 : 8380 ± 45 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 4,50 m);
GrN-8263 : 8330 ± 80 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 5,00 m);
GrN-8264 : 7860 ± 40 BP (charcoal depth below surface: 0,50 m);
by A.T. Clason (7). Botanical remains were very scanty.

Virgin soil was reached at c. 5 m above datum level, the actual occupation debris amounting here to a height of c. 4.5 m. In the center of the recent cemetery that now covers the crest of the tell the original height of the habitation deposits may have been c. 5 m.

5. **Virgin soil squares 15/13 thr. 19/13**

A series of 5 squares was excavated down to virgin soil. Together they form a WE-strip from the center of the tell towards its eastern foot, starting as closely as possible to the reference section (Fig. 5).

In the westernmost square, with a total deposit of c. 4.5 m, ten architectural levels could be recognized; at the down-slope squares successively older strata outcropped. Part of the original mound at the valley side has disappeared as a result of erosion (cf. par. 6).

The separate strata and also the top-surface of the virgin soil itself, and old terrace of the Euphrates c. 5 m above datum level, were roughly horizontal. Detailed information was obtained on the construction method of a sequence of individual houses and on the way the settlement had developed through time (cf. par. 4).

(7) A.T. Clason. The animal remains from Tell es-Sinn compared with those from Bouqras. MS for *Anatolica*, 7.
Fig. 5. – Tell Bouqras with the virgin soil squares, the area of the phase II excavations, the test trenches, and the test pits (hatched).

Within the investigated area some of the house plans visible at the surface have been corrected and enhanced (Drawing H. Praamstra).
6. Upper phases squares of SW-quarter

Our observations from the surface resulted in very accurate information on house plans and layout at the southern part of the tell. Here a zone of apparently contemporary buildings could be traced all the way from the summit of the tell (near the 1965 sounding) toward the southwestern foot.

It was decided to excavate these constructions down to their bases, in order to be able to verify and complete our surface map and to study the architectural details. Our aim was to concentrate on the buildings provisionally attributed to phase II; after investigation the scanty traces of some younger buildings (phase I), the wall foundations of which were often erected on top of the room fillings of their predecessors, were removed. Of some houses higher up the mound the wall foundations were situated at topsoil level or immediately underneath it. At the end of the activities in this area, most of the balks separating the squares were also excavated according to the plot system.

The detailed maps (Figs. 5, 7) show to what extent the final results differ from the map made solely on the basis of surface indications (Fig. 2) (cf. par. 5).

7. Testtrenches

Some areas of the mound had not given any indications for the presence of architecture, in spite of relatively large quantities of surface finds. This was particularly the case on the western side of the tell with its very gentle slope. It was decided, therefore, to investigate these areas by opening shallow testtrenches by way of a shovel of 2 m wide, mounted onto a tractor. The trenches were laid out according to the grid system. After some cleaning evident house walls turned up in nearly all trenches at a depth of 0.30-0.50 m below the surface. No remains of a defence wall or other peripheral structures were encountered (Fig. 5).

8. Surface cleaning

In the area surrounding the excavated phase II squares (cf. par. 2.6) a number of adjacent squares were cleaned from topsoil, also by way of the tractor-shovel. Several houseplans, or parts thereof, could be added to our map (cf. fig. 7: 15, 28, 29, 30, 31). Just like was noticed at the utmost northern edge of the site, also here the orientation of the house plans turned out to be related to the outer border of the village.

9. Testpits

A number of deep testpits into the subsoil of the Euphrates terrace was dug in a WE line from the westernmost virgin soil square onwards into the floodplain; in the same way a series of NS testpits was excavated over the southern slope of the tell. In some of the shallow testtrenches (cf. par. 2.7) several pits were dug to be able to investigate the upper layers of the terrace, but now also to determine the depth and nature of the cultural deposits. These testpits had dimensions of 1.5 × 1.5 m or 1.5 × 1 m.

Although everywhere in the southern part of the tell the top level of the terrace was reached at c. 5 m above datum, on the saddle between the «main» tell and the «small» one the virgin soil surprisingly had an elevation of c. 6.5 m. The implications will be discussed in par. 4.

10. Settlement pattern survey

With the permission of the General Directorate of Antiquities a survey from Deir ez-Zor to Meyadin was completed in the Euphrates valley and on the cliffs of the steppe areas bordering the floodplain (Fig. 1). During the survey one other neolithic site was discovered. It was the nuclear part of Tell es-Sinn, a large settlement of the Roman/Byzantine period overlooking the valley east of Deir ez-Zor. Recent erosion had exposed the interior of the tell. A trial excavation took place in 1978 (cf. par. 2.11).

J.A.K. Boerma of the University of Utrecht has studied the geological development of the Euphrates valley (8). Both neolithic settlements occur on remnants of the so-called Q3-terrace, which would be of upper Pleistocene date. One of the tells in the surveyed part of the valley yielded material from the first millennium B.C., the others date from the medieval period. These sites all occur on the next younger terrace (Q4a).

At Bouqras the course of an ancient meander of the Euphrates passes close by the tell. Its date, however, cannot be established with certainty.

11. Steptrench at Tell es-Sinn

With the permission of the General Directorate of Antiquities, J.J. Roodenberg performed a small test excavation at Tell es-Sinn. On the steep slope, starting c. 7 m below the summit of the tell, a 4 m wide two-step section was cleaned and carefully excavated for a depth of 0.75 m. The neolithic layers had a total thickness of c. 4 m. Seven occupation phases were identified. Both the nature of the walls, floors, etc. and the finds point to contemporaneity with Bouqras (9). Radiocarbon dates are under way.

12. Sources of raw material

To determine the origin of some of the raw materials used for the fabric of implements (flint, obsidian) and containers (alabaster, asphalt), an investigation was made of areas which might have served as sources for the extraction of these elements. Apart from obsidian, which was imported from Turkey, most of these materials could have been derived from places at a reasonable distance from the settlement.

3. Location of Bouqras

Bouqras is situated in a steppe-desert environment with a mean annual rainfall of c. 125 mm (10). At present agriculture is practiced mainly on pump-irrigated fields in the Euphrates valley. In the nearby steppe cereals and vegetables are still grown in wadi bottoms and other favourable spots, although the crop obtained is now at its best about a quarter of the yields in the (irrigated) floodplain.

In general, remains of cereals were rather scanty in the tell deposits, but a few grains occur in many samples. In one house, however, a much larger quantity of grain was obtained. Up to date, emmer wheat, free-threshing wheat (hard wheat/bread wheat), hulled and naked barley have been identified by W. van Zeist. Though on a small scale, agriculture did play a part in the food economy. We may assume that it was practiced in the wadi immediately south of the tell or in suitable areas in the floodplain. Remains of wild plants are equally rare. Seeds were found of both steppe plants (e.g. Astragalus) and marsh vegetation (e.g. Cyperus).

In contrast with the plant remains, the quantity of bones is enormous and animals must have constituted the main food supply. Although both herding and hunting were practiced, the former was of prime importance. Among the animal remains, sheep and goat, most of which probably were domesticated, were abundant (7). Also domesticated cattle and apparently domesticated pigs were found. Hunted animals include gazelle, wild goat, aurochs, an equid, wild boar and some birds. The small ruminants dominate. Fish and shell remains are rare, but they do occur. So far, only the bones from the reference section of Bouqras (cf. par. 2.4) and from the steptrench at Tell es-Sinn have been examined in detail. Although some animals, such as the wild boar, will have been caught in the poplar forest in the valley, the steppe was the main food resource. According to a map published by Wirth (10), the steppe zone southwest of Bouqras provides some of the best grazing of Syria.

The presence of varied agriculture here doesn't necessarily imply we have to assume immediately conditions of higher rainfall at the time of occupation. Apart from the possibilities in recent times, referred to above, we must realize that in the original steppe environment the vegetation was certainly much more luxurious than at the moment in its overgrazed situation (8). If different climatic conditions prevailed they may have been only very slight and not a prerequisite to the viability of a settlement like Bouqras.

The location of the site thus appears to present optimal possibilities for the exploitation of a variety of environments: the border between the steppe with its good grazing and hunting, and the valley with the river, the forests and the frequently inundated lands with their rich animal life, close to the mouth of a relatively large wadi, where moisture would be available in the growing season of the cultivated food plants.

It would have surprised us greatly if Bouqras had appeared to be the only habitation of the period in the area, and it was therefore very satis-
factory that we could localize a contemporary site, Tell es-Sinn, at the opposite side of the valley, similarly overlooking the floodplain. From the fact that at present both sites are situated on protruding parts of a terrace (Q3) of very localized occurrence, of which at least the one of Tell es-Sinn was affected considerably by erosion, it is evident that other contemporary settlements may have been completely washed away by the meandering river.

4. Stratigraphy

In the 5 virgin soil squares 15/13 thr. 19/13, the houses of the oldest phases could be studied. Constructed from rectangular mudbricks, they consisted of a varying number of relatively small rooms, bordering onto a spacious courtyard, which had nearly always an oven in one of the corners.

After some time, a standardized house plan was developed. The dimensions of the central yard decreased somewhat; ultimately it was probably roofed. At both sides it was flanked by a rectangular room. At one end of the building three small, more or less square rooms were added, which might have served as storage places or kitchens. The oven remained in the large central area, which from now on contained a square hearth as well.

The walls were frequently plastered. In some cases up to 30 successive plaster layers could be counted. Supposing that the houses were treated annually — as is still the habit in the area — they would have been in use for more than a quarter of a century. Most plaster layers consisted of gypsum, but mudplaster was also applied. Gypsum occurs profusely in the surrounding area; the white, powdery substance resulting from burning the raw material needed only to be mixed with water to be ready for use.

When a new house was built, first the mudbrick foundations were constructed, mostly on the floors of the preceding one, but sometimes also on what was left of its walls. Afterwards the space in between the new foundations was filled in with brick fragments, household refuse, etc. Next the erection of the walls was completed, reserving space for doors and recesses, and the roof was added. Finally, new floors were laid and the interior was plastered. At the eastern foot of the tell new floors were often less than 0.30 m above the preceding ones; in the center of the settlement, height differences of 0.50 m or more occurred.

At the southern part of the site some of the houses of phase II were constructed directly upon the terrace subsoil, others stood on a thin layer of cultural debris. As we have seen, at the center of the tell, however, 10 architectural levels were distinguished, together attaining a height of c. 4.5 m. As is also evident from the testpits, the build-on surface was enlarged fairly towards the south during the occupation. Whether this expansion could perhaps have coincided with a withdrawal of the habitation on the Euphrates-side of the terrace is unknown. All in all, it seems quite probable that in the course of its existence the settlement has somewhat grown in size.

At the western slope of the tell the situation differs in some degree from the one at the southern foot. From the testpits it appeared that the houses which we discovered in the testtrenches were built on top of a thick layer of cultural debris without any intact floors or walls. Apparently, the area served for a long time as a dump, before part of it was used for habitation.

At the northern end of the tell information on the stratigraphy is rather scanty. Over an east-west zone just north of the recent cemetery, the « saddle », the subsoil rises locally to c. 6.5 m above datum level. Terrace deposits are here lacking and weathered bedrock material is encountered close to the surface. Here, too, some houses were built directly on virgin soil. At the northernmost edge of the village, house remains occur on the slope of a side wadi. The same goes for the opposite end of the tell. Apparently both wadi's were already in existence during the time of occupation. In combination with the Euphrates valley these side wadi's provided good drainage for the settlement.

In general, the house remains at the surface of the small tell and on the saddle, with their narrower walls and less standardized plans, are more like the houses from the earlier phases, excavated in the virgin soil squares. Only the northernmost series of houses seems to have similar plans to the phase II houses on the southern slope.

5. Architecture

The majority of the excavated houses on the southern part of the tell (Figs. 6, 7) was also built according to the principle described above for the youngest phases in the virgin soil squares (cf. par.
The central room of the houses, however, differs no longer in size from the adjacent ones. The basal pattern of the houses consists of a series of three narrow, rectangular rooms, on one side of which three small, more or less square ones were added (cf. houses 11, 16, 18, 19). Variations on this standard plan consisted of e.g. an extra series of three small rooms (houses 17, 20), an extra set of a square and a rectangular room (houses 28, 29), or an extra fourth rectangular room only (houses 7, 12). Since the outer doorways of the houses occur in the elongated rooms, these had to face an open space, such as a street or yard, or just the area outside the village.

A second, sparingly occurring « house » type was represented in the investigated part of the tell by n° 26. It has an elongated form with rooms extending over the total width of the building. To the east of the rooms and separated from them by narrow walls, small cubicles were present.

Indications as to a difference in function between these two types could especially be found in the plans and the internal features. The dominating kind of construction possessed normal doorways to connect almost all rooms. The presence of ovens, hearths, cupboards, wall ornamentations, etc. points to a function as dwelling places. In building 26, on the contrary, the situation was completely different. The small cubicles east of the rooms had floors sloping towards the narrow walls. These partition walls possessed no doorways; the only connection consisted of small round portholes. The cubicles might be considered as the main storage accomodations, which apparently could only be filled from above. The rooms themselves contained several small bins which also served for storage.
FIG. 7. — Detailed plan of the houses excavated on the southwestern slope.
Fig. 8. — Axonometric drawing of some of the excavated houses on the SW slope, seen from the N (Drawing K. van Dam).
purposes. These rooms were not interconnected by doorways: to go from one room to another, one had to use the outer doors. Later-on, the building still being used, these doorways were blocked. From now on the rooms could only be entered via the roof. All in all, it seems very unlikely that structure 26, and the others of the same type, served as dwelling places. These « workshops », as we call them, must have been used to perform special activities, such as the large-scale storage of certain products, at the same time giving opportunity to process these materials.

Various details of the construction method of houses 16, 17 and 18 could be studied since the walls were preserved here up to c. 1.80 m above the floors of the rooms. The walls were erected of rectangular mudbricks, usually with dimensions of $54 \times 27 \times 7$ cm, and joined with clay mortar. First one or more layers of brick pairs were laid lengthwise to the wall direction; next followed a layer with the bricks perpendicular to the wall. A regular alternation of these layers provided the necessary strength, much the same as the so-called Flemish bond in modern brick masonry.

After laying the foundations, which determined the plan of the house, the walls were finished. Doorways were small, usually c. 0.80 x 0.60 m. The lintel was supported by 3-5 wooden poles, the impressions of which were still clearly visible. The same goes for the additional wooden planks, which were fixed at both sides of the doorway to form a framework for the actual “door”, that might have been a simple board to be placed in the opening, and which could be removed by way of the small depression in the lintel.

Various constructions were present that served storage purposes. A common form of storage place consisted of a large rectangular bin of gypsum plates fixed against the wall, usually in one of the corners of the room. Inside the walls silo-like bins were found, the front side of which contained a round opening that was probably closed with the help of a gypsum cone, many of which were recovered from the room fillings. These bin-types occurred mainly in the small rooms of the houses. Another sort of storage place in the elongated rooms was represented by a bell-shaped bin dug into the floor, if necessary even down into the terrace subsoil. Also these bins were gypsum-plastered and sometimes possessed a depth of c. 1 m. Furthermore, storage places occurred in the form of large L-shaped structures (cf. Fig. 7) as well as small square cupboards, both made of mudbricks.

The walls of a number of rooms contained small depressions at the front side of which a little wooden stick had been fixed. Parallels suggest that these features might have been used as “weaving holes”: the warp could be attached to the stick, the hole permitting passage of the threads.

The determination of the relative age of the different houses constitute a special problem. Almost all houses of fig. 7 could be attributed to one phase (II), but this does not imply that everyone was erected at the same time. With regard to houses 15-20 and 25-30 a number of sub-phases could be distinguished. To the oldest sub-phase belong houses 15 thr. 18, 25, 27 and 30. The second sub-phase began with the building of the workshop. For its construction a large part of 27 had to be demolished: the wall bases of 26 were resting on the floors of 27. Since all doorways of 26 were orientated towards the SW, an open area has to be assumed here. This precludes the existence of house 20 at the time of the construction of the workshop. House 19, however, belongs to the same sub-phase as 26: it contained doorways – blocked later-on – at the S and E side, equally pointing to a vacant area there. A passage had been left between 18 and 19. In the youngest sub-phase houses 15 thr. 18, 25 and 26 still remained in use; furthermore, 20, and somewhat later, 28 and 29 were built. The southern doorway of 19 and almost all ones of 26 now lost their function, because they were blocked up by dwelling 20. Nrs. 19 and 20 must, however, have been in use contemporarily, for the plaster layers of the southwestern yard continued into the rooms of both houses.

6. Effects of erosion

In the eight millennia that have passed since the tell was inhabited, weathering, sedimentation, soil formation, wind erosion and gullying have considerably changed the shape and surface of the site. We have to study the effects of erosion on the size and nature of the habitation remains in greater detail.

Looking at the surface of the site, three main zones can be distinguished.

a) the gentle western slope of the tell, where the effect of sedimentation and soil formation dominated the effect of wind erosion, as a result of which no house remnants are visible at the surface;
b) the somewhat less gentle southern slope of the tell, where soil formation and wind erosion have apparently kept in pace so as to produce optimal recognizability of house remains (a corresponding zone occurs at the northern foot of the mound);

c) the steep eastern slope and the top of the northern part of the site, where wind erosion and gulling prevail, no consolidated soil of any importance developed, and the house record is fragmentary and multiphased.

We have mentioned the presence of two side wadi's antedating the formation of the tell. From these wadi's active erosion gullies are now attacking the mound: one at the NW side, two at the S side. Six erosion gullies can be seen at the eastern slope, some of them creeping up close to the crest of the tell. In our test trenches, we observed that at the western side of the settlement too erosion had been more wide-spread than would appear from the present surface contours.

It seems quite probable that the northern extension of the site, which we called the "small" tell, has been isolated from the "main" tell by the combined effect of two opposite erosion gullies, one starting from the floodplain, the other departing from the northern side wadi. The absence of a consolidated soil and the nature of the house remains on the saddle agree with this supposition.

Erosion of the meandering Euphrates may have removed part of the eastern edge of the Q3 terrace. The slight promontory near point 10/25 belongs to a higher, rocky subsoil zone, which by nature was more resistant to erosion than the loose tell deposits and the terrace gravels.

The eastern foot of the tell might originally have been situated more to the east than it is now. In the series of five virgin soil squares all levels are roughly horizontal; in the eastern squares there is no reduction in the number of architectural levels from the earlier phases, as was the case at the SW-quarter of the mound. The fact, however, that the strata-sequence appeared to be much denser in the easternmost squares than in the center of the site (cf. par. 4) suggests that erosion didn't result in the removal of large parts of the original habitation deposits.

Bearing all these erosion effects in mind, one can make an estimate of the original size of the tell and of the build-up area. On a very conservative basis, we come to an original tell surface of 3.25 ha (the present being 2.75 ha), and to a surface of 2.5 ha for the area that was actually used for houses, streets and yards in the last major phase preserved (II).

7. Lay-out of the settlement

The excavated southern part of the tell can be considered as representative of the habitation during the last-but-one phase (II) (Fig. 7). We feel justified in doing so, since some of the test trenches have yielded quite comparable traces and the series of houses on the northernmost foot of the site, though fragmentarily observed, appeared to be of exactly the same nature. One should note, for example, the change in direction of the houses on the slope of both side wadi's.

A main feature is the road between houses 1 thr. 4, and 6 thr. 8. From the evidence of the reference section in the extended 1965 trenches and virgin soil square 15/13 it appears that the present position of this street had already been fixed in level 7. The road follows the crest of the central part of the tell and was probably the main road through this quarter of the village. If so, one might assume that the zone of habitation at the NE side of the road had about the same width as the zone SW of it. There is some suggestion of a direct continuation of this street on the northern part of the site. Unfortunately, the effects of erosion have eliminated any indications of this road further to the SE. Directly S of house 4 a perpendicular side alley to the NE was attested. Between houses 18 and 19 a SW-NE passage gives access to a second road, parallel to the main one.

The most conspicuous feature in the lay-out of the settlement, both on the main and the small tell, is the alignment of houses in two directions, parallel as well as perpendicular to the main streets. Parallel series of houses are 1 thr. 4; 6 thr. 8; 10 thr. 13; 32 and 14; 31, 15 thr. 20, and 28. Transversal lines of houses are 6, 10, 32 and 31; 3, 7, 11, 14 and 15; 4, 8, 12 and 16; 30, 27, 26 and 20; 29 and 28. The houses even stand opposite each other at both sides of the road: cf. houses 2 and 6, 3 and 7, 4 and 8. Of course, there are some anomalies, particularly around the open space between houses 16 thr. 19 and 12/13 – 25/26, but the dominant pattern is of a striking regularity.
The area examined in detail is about 0.28 ha, or c. 1/9 of the estimated total inhabited surface. It contains (parts of) c. 25 buildings, two of which probably were workshops. A few others may have been uninhabited or demolished, so that c. 20 houses were truly contemporarily in use. Assuming an equal density of occupation all over the site, the total number of coexistent inhabited houses may have been c. 180. If each gave room to a family of 4-6 persons (11), we come to a total village population of 700-1000 individuals.

Such an agglomeration of let us say 850 people, living closely together for about 500 years, could not maintain itself without some form of leadership or central organization. Our excavations, however, have not given any direct evidence for the presence of status distinctions. Neither building differs enough from the others to suggest a special social standing of its inhabitants. House 12 did yield most of our better finds, but this is easily explained by the fact that it was destroyed by fire. The catastrophe killed three villagers, whose bodies were found among the debris.

The regular lay-out of the village, the uniform house type and the standardized mode of house construction could perhaps point to the presence in the settlement of specialized craftsmen. If so, our village would represent an early stage in the development of complex social structures, which can be traced, for example, at slightly younger sites in lowland Iraq (12).

8. Final considerations

Tell Bouqras presents us with rich and detailed data on the development, architecture and lay-out of an advanced settlement from the late 7th millennium BC, which had adapted itself successfully to the existing steppe-desert environment. The unusually small quantity of plant remains in the debris and the abundance of animal bones strongly suggest that animal food predominated.

Since the flint industry, with its Byblos and Amuq arrowheads, shows clear affinities to other complexes of «PPNB final» context (13) in the Levant, it is in the west that we seek the ultimate origin of the material culture of Bouqras, Tell es-Sinn and other related sites that we may suppose to have existed in the area. In particular one might think of the up-stream area in the Euphrates valley, where the large site of Abu Hureyra – at a distance of c. 200 km of Bouqras – presents many points of similarity (14).

The settlement evidence from the period is scanty and we do not know of any parallel to the controlled lay-out of the village. But the individual house plans remind us of somewhat later settlements in Iraq, e.g. Yarim Tepe I (15). Parallels to some of the find categories, such as pottery and gypsum and alabaster vessels can equally be found in easterly regions, such as at Umm Dabaghiyah (16). An interesting result of our excavations forms the observation that Bouqras seems related to the oldest known settlements in the lowlands of northern Mesopotamia.

(13) O. Aurenche et al. Chronologie et organisation de l'espace dans le Proche-Orient de 12 000 à 5 600 av. J.C. This volume.